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The electron density profiles at monovacancies of simple metals are calculated by the self-consistent Kohn-

Sham method and by a number of statistical methods. The metal is described by a uniform positive

background charge together with an interacting electron gas, and the vacancy is approximated as a spherical

hole in the background. The Kohn-Sham electron density inside the vacancy is found to be in average 1/5 of
the density in the bulk material. Of the various statistical methods, the simple Thomas-Fermi approximation is

found to describe best the average electron density over the whole metallic density range when compared to
the Kohn-Sham results. The energies of vacancy formation are calculated by using the Kohn-Sham electron

densities together with three lattice models, and reasonable numerical success is achieved for alkali metals. In
the case of polyvalent metals the results are not satisfactory even if the uniform background were replaced by

point ions or if the electron-ion interactions were described by Ashcroft empty-core pseudopotentials. The
lifetimes of a positron trapped at the vacancies of several metals are calculated by using both the Kohn-Sham

and the Thomas-Fermi electron densities. The results for most metals are in agreement with experimental
values. The angular-correlation curve of the positron in aluminum vacancy is calculated directly from the
Kohn-Sham one-electron wave functions. The result agrees with the curve calculated from the so-called mixed-

density approximation and also with the experimental result.

I. INTRODUCTION

The properties Gf vacancies in metals can be
studied in two profoundly different ways. One can
assign (usually pairwise) interactions between the
atoms Using a suitable empirical or semiempirical
description Gr the interatomic potential of pseudo-
yotential theory. ' A great, advantage of this meth-
od is that explicit volume dependence can be elimi-
Qated ln computing blQdlng energies and thUS lt, eaQ
readily be generalized to more complicated defect
struc tures. '

A second approach is to start from a given ionic
configuration and calculate the conduction-electron
distribution around the lattice defect. The relaxed
charge density gives rise to a defect potential for
electrons and positrons; the former are scattered
off it with a concomitant increase in resistivity,
while the latter are attracted towards the vacant
site and may become trapped. Consequently, the
8]ectron density profile is of interest in view of residu-
al resistivity or positron-annihilation parameters.
FurtherIDore, the question Gf lattice relRZRtion axound
a vacancy can be tackled by combining- the Kmnzaki

lattice statics method with the charge distribution
calculations for an unrelaxed lattice.

Stott et' a/. produced the displaced charge around
a lattice vacancy by making the electrons scatter
self-consistentjy in the Hartree sense from a defect
potential, for which they chose the negative of the
ion fieM of the missing atom. As the core part of
this potentia&. :i.s highly repulsive, their electron
densltles are, ln Gux GplniGQ, fax too low lnslde the
vacancy. Heebyo has developed a Korringa-Kohn-

Bostoker (KKR) type theory for the density ot elec-
trons in an imperfect lattice. Its application even
to a monovacancy is, however, a fairly lengthy com-
putational task and has not been attempted as yet.

In this paper, we report on calculations of self-
consistent electron density profiles at monovacan-
cies of simple metals„outlined in an earlier pa-
per. 7 A uniform background-charge model (jel-
lium) together with an interacting electron gas is
used. In Sec. II the electron density at the mono-
vacancy i.s calculated by the density-functional
method of Kohn and Sham, 8 a method which gives
a sufficiently accurate description for the jellium
model, and in See. III the results are compared
with those obtained by the Thomas-Fermi method
and its various extensions. Using the obta. ined
electron density distributions, we have attempted
in Sec. fV to calculate the vacancy-formation en-
ergies by a method which parallels the surface-
energy studies of Lang and Kohn.

The positron-annihilation method has proved
Useful in studying lattice defects ~o The lifetime
and angular-correlation measurements yield in-
formation about the electron density and momen-
tum distribution around the positron. The disad-
vantage of the positron-annihilation method is that
the positron itself, being a charged particle, dis-
torts the electron distribution. However, the fact
that the positron easily gets trapped at defects
makes the positron a unique probe in studying the
inside region of the vacancy. In Sec. V the anni-
hilation characteristics of positrons trapped at
vacancies are calculated. The positron lifetime is
evaluated for several metals by using both the
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Thomas-Fermi and the Kohn-Sham electron den-
sities. The angular-correlation curve due to
trapped positrons is calculated in the case of alu-
minum, where annihilations with core electrons
add only a minor contribution to the curve.

II. VACANCIES IN THE DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL
FORMALISM

n.(r) =n((9(r —R„2) . (2.1)

In the uniform-background model a monovacancy
is described as a spherical hole in the background;
hence the ion density is

tential can be written

"' =
d [n(r)e„.(n(r)}j,6E„d

(2. 7)

where &„, is the exchange and correlation energy
per particle in a homogeneous electron gas of den-
sity n. The spherical geometry of the problem al-
lows a separation of the angular variables of the
wave functions and one is finally led to the follow-
ing self-consistency problem:

(
1 d l(l +1)
2 dr2+ sff+ 2 2 «, (=[@0+ (2k ky)]ff«, f d

(2. 8)
Here no is the background number density, 0 is the
step function, and R» is the Wigner-Seitz radius
satisfying the condition

V„f(r) = —Q(r}+—[nc„,(n)],

V &f&(r) = —4(([n,(r) —n(r)],

(2. 9)

(2. 10)
n03mR„, = Z,3 (2. 2}

where Z is the valence of the metal.
In the formalism of Hohenberg, Kohn, and

Sham '" the total energy of the electronic system
is expressed as a functional. of the electron densi-
ty (atomic units are used throughout all formulas},

Z(n] = J dr@(r(e(r)+ —
~ ~

drdr'

+ r[n]+E [n], (2 8)

V„f(r) = —(t((r) + &E„,/5n(r), (2. 4)

where P(r) is the total electrostatic potential of the
system. The electron density is defined as

(2. 5)

where the wave functions g; are solutions to the
Hartree -type one-particle equations

[ 2+ + I ff(r)]4((r) = &(A(r) (2. 6)

The over-all charge balance requires that (t((r)- 0
as x- ~. Hence the effective potential t/', «ap-
proaches the value

[&E„,/&n(r)]„a„== p, „,(no) .
The bulk chemical potential is pa =-2'kf, + p, „,(no),
k~ being the Fermi momentum. The one-particle
eigenvalues of Eq. (2. 6) are e« = go+-2'(k —kf ),
where k&0~. Omitting gradient corrections the
exchange and correlation part of the effective po-

where n(r} is the electron number density and f((r)
an external potential. T[n] and E„,[n] are the ki-
netic and exchange-correlation energies of the sys-
tem. In the case of a vacancy the external poten-
tial v(r) is the electrostatic potential due to the
positive background charge n, of Eq. (2. 1). In the
Kohn-Sham method (hereafter referred to as the
KS method) one defines an effective one-particle
potential

f ky 2

n(r} = —' dkk' (2I+ I)
1T ddQ 1=0

(2. 11)

For the correlation energy, we have used the Wig-
ner interpolation formula, so that the exchange-
correlation energy per particle is

0.458 0.44
r, (n) r,(n)+ V. B ' (2. 12}

where r, (n) is the conventional density parameter.
For comparison, we have also used for the cor-
relation energy a more recent formula of Hedin
and Lundqvist, '2 but the differences in the electron
density were found to be less than 1%.

The set of equations (2. 8)-(2.11) have been
solved numerically by a method described in the
Appendix. The results for eight metals, which
represent the whole metallic density range, are
shown in Fig. &. The relative electron density in-
side the vacancy is fairly high. Its dependence on
the electron density parameter x, and on the valen-
cy Z is shown in Fig. 2.

In the numerical calculations it was found neces-
sary to use the angular momentum up to l =7. In
Table I we show the phase shifts at the Fermi en-
ergy and the displaced charges corresponding to
each partial wave in the case of aluminum. The
charge neutrality condition, which equals to the
Friedei sum rule, is fulfilled to an accuracy of 1%.
The self-consistency achieved in the electron den-
sity was better than 0. 1%. Outside the vacancy,
for ~& SR», the electron density reaches its as-
ymptotic value

n(r) —noo- [cos(2k„r+ fj)]/r 2, (2. 18)

where q is a constant. The first Friedel oscilla-
tions in aluminum anJ. sodium are shown in Fig. 3.

The effective scattering potential 1/',« for two
representative metals, Al and Na, are shown in
Fig. 4. One can see that in the case of a low-elec-
tron density (Na) the exchange-correlation part of
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FIG. 1. Electron den-
sity profiles at vacancies
in eight simple metals.
The solid lines are the
self-consistent Kohn-
Sham electron densities,
and the dashed ones the
Thomas-Fermi results.
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the potential becomes dominant. The potentials
exhibit also the long-range oscillations similar to
those in the electron density.

HI. THOMAS-FERMI METHOD AND ITS EXTENSIONS

We have also calculated the electron densities at
vacancies employing a number of statistical meth-

ods, which are based on the minimization of the
total energy in Eg. (2. 3). By taking the kinetic en-
ergy in a local description and ignoring the term

TABLE I. Scattering phase shifts (in radians) at the
Fermi energy and displaced charges corresponding to
each angular momentum value.

O

~ 02-
Z

0. 760
1.062
0. 732
0. 312
0. 084
0. 026
0. 009
0, 002

-1.146
—0. 584
—0.228
—0. 067
—0.016
—0. 004
-0.001
—0. 000 FIG. 2. The relative Kohl:m electron density at

the centre of the vacancy as a junction of &~ and Z.
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FIG. 3. The first Friedel oscillations in electron den-
sities at vacancies of sodium and aluminum.

1 " )Vnf'
WEw= —

~

dr (3 I)

E„,, one is led to the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approxi-
mation. Including also the local exchange energy
in the total energy, one obtains the Thomas-Fermi-
Dirac (TFD) approximation. The TF equation in
the case of a jellium vacancy was solved by the
method described earlier. " The same procedure
is used here to calculate the TFD electron densi-
ties. The TF electron densities are presented in
Fig. 1 as opposed to the KS results. The corre-
sponding electrostatic potentials for aluminum and
sodium are shown in Fig. 4.

From atomic calculations'4 it is well known that
the TFD equation is unable to describe the situa-
tion where the electron density approaches zero,
since the resulting density profile becomes discon-
tinuous. Inside the vacancy the electron densities
for all metals are so low that this happens, and
consequently the TFD method seems to be quite
useless for vacancy calculations.

The inhomogeneity corrections to the total ener-
gy can be taken into account by density gradients
using the method of Hohenberg and Kohn. " The
first correction to the kinetic energy is of the
Weizsacker type

, n, (r') —n(r) (3.2)

0

ld 3
O
Q.

where p, is the chemical potential.
In the Hohenberg-Kohn formalism, "one can

generate gradient corrections for the exchange en-
ergy also. The first such correction is of the form
—yfd r I Vnl /n4/3, where the positive factor y de-
pends strongly on the dielectric function used to
calculate the gradient expansion, as shown by
Geldart et a/. ' Because of the negative sign of
this correction term, the energy functional (2. 3) is
no longer bounded from below and so it cannot be
used in calculating the electron density by a mini-
mization principle. Recently, Niklasson et aL. '
have calculated a gradient correction to the corre-
lation energy. It is also of the form fdr

limni

/n4/',

but positive and so large that, combined with the
exchange term, it makes a gradient correction,
which is positive and thus reasonable for use in the
functional (2. 3).

From Fig. 1 one can see that the TF result de-
scribes fairly well the average electron density in
the vacancy over the whole metallic density range
(l. 8&r,&5.6). Figure 5 shows the differences of
the TF and TFD% electron densities from the KS

first suggested by Kirzhnits. The original Vfeiz-
sacker term' had the coefficient 8 instead of the
coefficient ~7' . Jones and Young' have proposed
that when the variations in electron density are
rapid one should rather use the original coefficient

In the case of a vacancy, however, the use of
the larger factor leads to much higher interior
densities than those of the KS method. Including

, Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (2. 3), one arrives at the non-
linear integrodifferential equation [which we shall
call the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-WeizsKcker (TFDW)
equation]

2 2

(3~2) /8 /2 .
(3/ )1/3 1/3 (++)

72 n 36 n

0 0.5
I

1.0 1.5
DISTANCE r'i'Rws

2.0

FIG. 4. Effective scattering potentials for electrons
in the vacancies of sodium and aluminum. V~&f is the total
scattering potential in the Kohn-Sham model, fit) is the
electrostatic and V« the exchange-correlation part of this
potential. V~F is the electrostatic potential in the
Thomas- Fer mi approximation.
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FIG. 5. Deviations of the Thomas-Fermi (TF) and
Thomas- Fermi-Dirac-Weizsacker (TFDW) electron den-
sities at vacancies from the Kohn-Sham result in alumi-
num and sodium.

density in the cases of Al and Na. The TFDW re-
sult is slightly better than the TF result in a high-
electron-density metal like Al, but worse in the
case of the low electron density of Na, since the
Dirac. term overestimates the exchange effect at
low electron densities. The statistical methods,
with or without gradient corrections, cannot yield
the correct Friedel oscillations which are present
in the KS electron. densities.

It is also interesting to compare the TF and TFW
(TFDW without exchange) densities with the Har-
tree electron density, because none of these meth-
ods takes into account any exchange or correlation
phenomena. The Hartree density is obtained by in-
cluding only the electrostatic part into the effect-
tive potential V,« in Eq. (2.8). Irrespective of the
bulk r, the Hartree electron density inside the va-
cancy. becomes slightly greater than the TF den-
sity. The gradient correction (3.1) brings the TF
result closer to the Hartree density, and its effect
is larger in high-density metals. It can also be
noted that the amplitudes of the Friedel oscilla-
tions produced by the Hartree calculations are for
low-density metals about one order of magnitude
smaller than the amplitudes in the KS electron den-
sities.

In the computations described above the back-
ground charge was taken to be a step function, Eq.
(2. 1). In order to test if the discontinuity in the
background charge has any effect on the electron
density, we also calculated the TF densities by us-
ing a smeared-out background charge distribution.
It was found that the electron densities were rather
insensitive to the exact shape of the background

In this section we use the electron densities dis-
cussed above to calculate the formation energies
of vacancies in simple metals. Our approach is
analogous to that taken by Lang and Kohng in their
study of energetics of metal surfaces. For refer-
ence to other methods we refer to a recent article
of Minchin et al.

We ignore lattice relaxation just as Lang and
Kohn did, although relaxation certainly is more
important for the vacancy-formation energy than
for the electron density distribution. The reason
is that the vacancy-formation energy is a sum of
large terms which almost exactly cancel each oth-
er; thus even a sma11 effect due to relaxation may
have a relatively large contribution to the small
vacancy-formation energy. " The magnitude of the
relaxation of the nearest atoms, e.g. , in Al, is
about (2-3)% of the lattice constant.

Within the density functional formalism the va-
cancy-formation energy can be expressed as a sum
of three terms

E„=AT+ hE„+hE (4. 1)

E„=——2 (2l+ 1)
2~

)~o "o
dkk&, (k) —SZEz+ ~ dr P(r)n(r)

+Z[e„,(no) —p„( n)o] + ,dr[a„,(n)n(r) —a„(no)no
0

—p„(n)n(r) + p„,(no}no]+ hE, . (4.4)

Using different descriptions of the ionic lattice, we

which are the differences in kinetic, exchange-cor-
relation, and electrostatic energies between a per-
fect lattice of N atoms and a lattice with one atomic
cell removed from the bulk and placed on the sur-
face. The change in the kinetic energy is

KT=ZheI, —', ZE~+NZiJ. „(no) ——drV,«(r)n(r) .
(4.2)

The first term in Eq. (4. 2) is because of the
shifts of the one-electron eigenvalues, the second
arises from the displacement of the Fermi energy
as the total volume of the system is increased. In
the final term 0 is the total volume of the final
M+1 unit cells. The corresponding change in the
total exchange-correlation energy is

I

SE„= d r &„,(n)n(r) —NZ&„,(n,) . (4. 3)"0

The sum of the eigenvalue deviations can be
written in terms of the phase shifts of the scattered
electrons, ' whence we get for the vacancy-forma-
tion energy
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TABLE II. Vacancy-formation energies in eV for different lattice models cal-
culated from the Kohn-Sham electron densities. The numerical uncertainty is
about 2%.

Metal Lattice Z f$ Jellium Point ion Pseudo ion Experimental

Li
Na
K
Cs
Be
Mg
Al
Tl

bcc
bcc
bcc
bcc
hcp
hcp
fcc
hcp

3.25
3.93
4. 86
5.63
1.88
2. 65
2. 07
2. 48

0.26
0. 18
0.17
0.18

-2.17
—0. 22
—1.20
—0.05

0.83
0.46
0.19
0.07
1.28
0.93
2, 94
1.89

0.25
0.38
0. 34
0.35

—1.38
0.76
1.56

0. 34
0.42"
0. 39'
0, 28

0. 81'
O. 66'

aR. Feder, phys. Rev. B 2, 828 (1970).
R. Feder and H. P. Charbnau, Phys. Rev. 149, 464 (1966).

'D. K. MacDonald, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 177 (1953).
"Ya. A. Kraftmacher and P. G. Strelkov, in vacancies andIntewstitkrls in

Metals, edited by A. Seeger, D. Schumacher, W. Schilling, and J. Diehl (North-
Holland, Amsterdam, 1970), p. 59.

'C. Mairy, J. Hillairet, and D. Schumacher, Acta Metall. 15, 1258 (1967).
B. T. A. McKee, W. Triftshauser, and A. T. Stewart, Phys. Rev. Lett.

28, 358 (1972).

now proceed to evaluate the electrostatic contribu-
tion b,E, for insertion in Eq. (4.4) to obtain the va-
cancy-formation energy. The results are reported
in Table II.

A. Jellium model

n(r}
ie ~P R ~

t

1 "
, n(r}n(r')

(4. 8)

(4. 9)

In the uniform-background model the change in
the Coulomb energy E, is simply

hE, =—
&

dr Q(r)[n, (r) —n(r}], (4. 6}

%'e believe that the use of the jellium model
causes its largest error in the electrostatic ener-
gy, whereas the electron density profile should be
quite adequate in the average for simple metals.
Therefore one can go beyond the jeQium model by
perturbatively evaluating the corrections due to the
discreteness of the ionic lattice. If one simply de-
scribes the ion cores by point charges Z, the total
electrostatic energy E, can be written as

where Q is the electrostatic potential. From the

appropriate column in Table II it is seen that,
whereas the simple jellium approximation is fairly
adequate for the monovalent and low-density alka-
lis, it breaks down for larger Z and higher elec-
tron density. A similar trend is clear in the Lang
and Kohn results for surface energies.

B. Point-ion model

These terms represent ion-ion, electron-ion,
and electron-electron interactions. R, are the
position vectors of the iona. We denote by Uo(r)
the total electrostatic potential in the unperturbed
yoint-ion-uniform-electron system and define a
constant Poo,

U»= lim U, (r) ——=Z —
J

dr ' . (4. 10)
!R I

SpZs = —ZUoo —Z d r
IrI ' (4. 11)

EEt, = — dr[n(r) nojUo(r}

, [n(r) —nojno
"

n(r)+ drdr' /r-r'/ —&
I

dr
lrI

d r d r I
~
r~ ~

»
r~

~ ~
~

~
~

d r
r~

~

(4. 12)

1 ~", n(r}n(r'} —nohE„=
2 ~

drdr' (4. 18)

As one unit ceQ is removed from the lattice the
energies (4. V}-(4.9}change by the amounts (taking
the vacant site as the origin},

Ec=E~~+E~e+Eee p

wher e

(4. 6)
The electrostatic self-energy of the removed unit
cell can be written in the form

(4 '1) g 1
Ec,unit cell" 2 Uoo 2 ~

drnoUQ( }
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CombiIllllg E(ls. (4. 11)-(4.14) gives the 'total elec-trostaticc
contribution

hE, = —
2 Uoo ——

t~ drn, U, (r) —~~dr[n(r) —n, ]U,(r)

nr —nQ n r' -nQ

case of alkalis, the point-ion model is generally a
setback from the jellium approximation.

C. Pseudo-ion model

An obvious improvement of the crude point-ion
model is to replace the pure Coulomb potential by
an electron-ion pseudopotential. Vfe have chosen
to use the Ashcroft empty-core yotential23

(4. 16)

In this formula every term ean easily be computed
numerically. Vfhen calculating the lattice sums
inherent in the potential function of the perfect
crystal, Uo(r), we have used up to 15th-nearest-
neighbor shells. The vacancy-formation energies
with AE, from E(l. (4. 15) (Table II) are positive for
all the metals considered, but rather large. In the

For the cutoff radius x, we have used the values of
Shuy and Gasyari, which are, in fact, very near
to the original values of Ashcroft. 3 Defining the
potential function in the pseudo-ion lattice as

P 6(~R) —r( —x,), n()
'Query —Z

lr -Rg I

(4. 17)
we end up with a result analogous to E(I. (4. 15).

rdn~ )()r))+ —( corno()a(~) f &'&(+(F) —~a(~o(&)c 2 Q

1 "~ ~, [n(r) —n, ][n(r') —n, ]
" n(r)e(r-~) ~n (4. 18)

The computed vacancy-formation energies, again
in Table D, are closer to experimental values than
those of the point-ion model, but, apart from the
alkali metals, not very satisfactory. The discrep-
ancies are larger for higher-valent metals, and for
Be even a negative value is obtained.

The pseudopotential theory together with the
electron density calculated from the uniform-back-
ground model does not seem to yield consistently
accurate vacancy-formation energies, as opposed
to the surface energies, which, by a similar meth-
od, are in fairly good agreement with experimental
results. ' Part of the disagreement here can be ex-
plained by lattice relaxation around the vacancy,
v-'erich would tend to lower the energy values.

The substantial discrepancies for higher valence
indica, te the breakdown of a perturbative evaluation
of the electrostatic terms; in a more successful
formulation, the self-consistent screening of the
ionic charges would have to be incorporated. Al-
ternatively, one can generate corrections to the
jellium problem by screening linearly the differ-
ence potential between jellium and discrete ions,
a scheme devised by Finnis. ' An advantage of the
present method is th."-.t the vacancy-formation en-
ergies are not extremely sensitive to variations in

the pseudo-potential parameters, which is often
the case iu pair (or pseudo) potential formulations. ~e

V. POSITRON ANNIHILATION AT METAI. VACANCIES

Factors contributing to the positron trapping in
defects of metals have been described in detail in
Ref. j.3. The trapping potential consists of three
ingredients,

V= —Eoe(r —Bwa)+ V„+(t) . (5 1)

The first term on the right-hand side is due to the
lack of a positive ion at the vacancy; the reduction
of the kinetic energy of the positron is accounted
for by a square well with a depth EQ equal to the
positron zero-point energy in a perfect lattice. 7

V„„is the change in the electron-positron corre-
lation energy taken to be dependent on the local
electron density. We have used the numerical val-
ues of Bhattacharyya and Singwi. 8

Q is the elec-
trostatic potential of the vacancy defined in Sec. D.

The ground-state wave function of the positron
at the vaea. ncy has been calculated numerically by
using both KS and TF electron densities. The
positron-vacancy binding energies in various metals
are shown in Table DI. The smaller bj.nding ener-
gies in the KS model are mainly due to the ~me. &.ler
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TABLE III. The binding energies of positrons in
vacancies in the Kohn-Sham (KS) and Thomas-Fermi (TF)
models. P is the probability of the trapped positron to be
outside the vacancy.

so that the electron density used in Eq. (5.8) to
calculate the total annihilation rate for a trapped
positron is

Metal

Li
Na
K
Cs
Be
Mg
Al
Tl
Sn

KS

0.00
0. 02
0.02
0.01
0.80
0. 59
1.75
1.72
2. 64

Eg (eV)

0.04
0.19
0.26
0.26
1.32
1.09
2. 60
2. 50
3.59

KS

100
85
80
82
59

38
32
25

P (%)

85
66
55
51
54
45
33
28
23

n(r), «&vs
n'(r) =

n(r)+ I,n, /r„, r&ft„s
(5.6)

Here n(r) is the electron density in the vacancy,
calculated in Secs. II and III.

The results for positron lifetimes for several
metals are shown in Table I7. In such cases
where the KS electron densities are not calculated,
we give the lifetimes obtained from the TF elec-

electrostatic potential P in this model. In the case
of lithium there is no bound state in the KS model
and the binding is very weak also for other alkali
metals. Table III also shows the probabilities P
of the trapped positron to stay outside of the vacan-
cy. This probability is defined as

drys[ y, (r) fs
"~ws

(5 2)

where g, is the ground-state wave function of the
trapped positron. As is natural, the smaller bind-
ing energies in the KS model produce slightly high-
er values of P.

The annihilation rate of the positron in an inho-
mogeneous electron gas can be approximated by" ~9

(5.8)

where I"(n) is the annihilation rate for a homoge-
neous electron gas. For I" we use the expression
suggested by Brandt and Heinheimer 9

I'(n) = (2+ 184n) x IOe sec ~

12 ( 10+vsI+ ' x10' sec
6

The effect of annihilations with core electrons
can be roughly taken into account in a way proposed
by %est. So The annihilation rate in a perfect solid
is calculated from Eq. (5.4) by using a renormalized
electron density

n' =n,(1+r,/r„), (5. 5)

where 1", and I'„are the annihilation rates with core
and valence electrons, respectively. The ratio
r, /1'„can be estimated from angular-correlation
measurement. Following West'e we take I",/(I'„
+ I', ) = 0. 80 A, /(A, +A„), where A, and A„are the
areas of core and valence electron parts of the an-
gular-correlation curve. The positron can annihi-
late with core electrons only outside the vacancy,

Metal

Li
Na
K
Rb
Cs
Be
Mg
Zn
C(3

Hg
AI
Ga
In
Yl
Sn
Pb
Cu
Ag
Au

A jA
( lo)

17
1e'
25C

28'
35

6a

18
49d
5v'
vis
1Vd

39'
41
3S'
32'
42'
73d
89'd

96

theory

325
381
426
436
445
142
249
161
185
169
162
156
185
199
167
168
163
164
143

TQ

experiment

291
338
397
406
418b
213
235
1ve'
196f
138"
161'
190
182"
21O'
2O2b

22O'
132'

121'

theory

325'
391
436
458
452
1VV'
3OV*

.
233
276
266
237*
248
289
3o2'
2S2'
291
205
227
212

TQ

experiment

255
240
232'
165
243
260'
240",
23O'
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TABLE IV. Positron lifetimes in psec at metal va-
cancies. v& is the bulk lifetime and &„ is the lifetime
of the trapped positron. A~/A is the core contribution in
the angular-correlation curve. *Calculated from the
Kohn-Sham electron density. **Experiments seem to
show that no trapping occurs in these metals (Ref. 31).
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p(iB Z d r s "'k.(}4( ) (5. 7)

The angular-correlation curve, i.e. , the momen-
tum distribution of the P, component, is obtained
by integrating p(p) over P, and P„, and for an iso-

tron densities. The differences in the lifetimes
calculated by using either the TF or the KS elec-
tron densities were found to be between 0 and 3/p,
and thus insignificant compared to the uncertain-
ties in the experimental values. The positron life-
times both in the bulk and when captured at a va-
cancy agree in most metals fairly well with the ex-
perimental results. Since the core annihilation
was approximated in a very crude manner, it is
natural that tbe results are better for simple met-
als where the core contribution is small. In the
case of alkali metals there is no experimental evi-
dence of positron trapping at vacancies. 3~ For
these metals our calculations give such small bind-
ing energies that the trapping does not seem proba-
ble. Even if it occurs, the lifetime of the trapped
positron differs so little from the bulk value that
trapping is difficult to observe experimentally.

Recently, Brandt'3 has calculated the lifetimes
of positrons trapped at metal vacancies by a differ-
ent approach In h. is model the electron density is
calculated in a TF approximation, but including
also the trapped positron as a stationary external
positive-charge distribution contributing to the
self-consistent electrostatic potential. On the oth-
er hand, the electron density found in this way to-
gether with the positive background contributes to
the electrostatic potential, which is used as the
trapping potential of the positron. The binding en-
ergies of the positrons are, because of the strong
attractive potential, much bigger than in our re-
sults, e.g. , in Al the binding energy is 6.0 ev'.
We believe that this method does not take into ac-
count correctly tbe screening of the positron in the
electron system, since it totally ignores the fact
that the positron is already screened in the perfect
lattice, and consequently the theory leads to an
electrostatic potential too deep inside the vacancy.
The dimensions of the vacancy are large in com-
parison to the screening cloud around the positron,
and therefore, qualitatively speaking, the positron
and its screening cloud follow each other and move
together inside the vacancy, which situation is con-
tradictory to the one assumed in the model of Ref.
32.

The second quantity to be acquired from annihi-
lation experiments is the angular dependence of the

. two annihilation quanta, which is related to the mo-
mentum distribution of the electron-positron sys-
tem. In the independent-particle model the mo-
mentum density of the annihilating electron-posi-
tron pair is'0

tropic distribution one can write

(5. 8)

~ g (~.(R)
I
r —r'I) I (n(R)),

where R = —,'(r+r'} and the function g is

g(x) = —(sinx- xcosx) .3
X3

(5. 9)

(5.10)

In Eq. (5.9) the momentum distribution is com-
puted directly from electron density n(r}. In Fig.
6 we have plotted the negative derivates of the an-
gular-correlation curves normalized to equal
areas. The experimental points are those of Kus-
miss and Stewart, ' from which the annihilation
with core electrons have been subtracted. One ob-
serves a reasonably good agreement between the
experimental points and both the mixed density and
the single-particle approximations. This fact gives
further support for the use of Eq. (5.9}in calcu-
lating the momentum distributions of nonhomoge-
neous systems. Actually, the results are equally
good even when the TF electron density is used. '3

A common feature in both approximations is that
they seem to overestimate the portion of annihila-
tion at large momentum values. This is perhaps

The one-particle functions in the KS model are
not, in principle, the proper electron wave func-
tions, and it may be questioned whether Eq. (5. 7)
reflects the true momenta in the interacting sys-
tem. The equivalent problem in tbe Compton pro-
files of inhomogeneous electron systems has been
considered by Lam and Platzman. 33 Their analysis
shows that the corrections to a formula analogous
to Eq. (5. 7) come from the exchange-correlation
part of the energy functional. In our case, the
positron-induced momentum enhancexoent and the
deviations in the momentum distribution of an in-
teracting versus a noninteracting electron system
are known largely to cancel each other. '0 Conse-
quently, one would expect that the error in Eq. (5.7),
caused by the g&'s not being the true eigenstates,
is insignificant in the double-integrated-long-slit
angular distribution (5.8). The calculations are
carried through only in the case of aluminum,
where the contribution of the core electrons to the
angular-correlation curve is small.

For comparison we also calculated the angular-
correlation curve by using the mixed-density ap-
proximation suggested by Arponen et al. ' In the
mixed-density approximation, which is based on
the differential Thomas-Fermi theory, the mo-
mentum density of the annihilating electron-positron
pair is expressed as

p(|I)~ ~dr d r' e"' ~'P, (r)g, (r')
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FIG. 6. Derivatives for the angular-correlation curves
of positrons trapped at a vacancy of aluminum. The
solid line is the curve calculated from the single-particle
wave functions [Eq. (5. 7)], the dotted line from the mixed
density approximation [Eq. (5. 9)]. The experimental
points are from Kusmiss and Stewart (Ref. 34). The
dashed line corresponds to the free-electron parabola.
The derivatives have been calculated from the angular-
correlation curves normalized to equal areas.

not very serious, since it is not quantitatively un-
derstood how to extract the core-annihilation part
from the angular-correlation curve, and, conse-
quently, the experimental results, especially at
large angles, may be rather dubious.

Finally, it can be mentioned that a strictly local
approximation as suggested by Brandt ' does not
seem to be very useful, when the density variations
are as rapid and large as in the case of a vacancy. ~s

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Kohn-Sham approach applied to a small
spherical void in the background charge suggests
that the electron density inside a vacancy in metal
is rather high, about one-fifth of the bulk value.
The result was found to be quite insensitive to the
smoothening of the background edge at the Wigner-
Seitz radius. As a result of comparison of various
methods, we can conclude that within the chosen
vacancy model the statistical TF method describes
fairly well the average electron density in all sim-
ple metals. Improvements to the TF method, a
local exchange term and a gradient correction to
the kinetic energy, do not, in the average, bring
the results closer to the KS electron density. The
most notable difference between the KS and statis-
tical methods is that the KS electron density under-
goes the correct Friedel oscillations, which are
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE KS
ELECTRON DENSITIES

The TF potential was chosen as the initial po-
tential V,',,' in the self-consistency problem of Eqs.
(2. 8)-(2. 11). By solving Eqs. (2. 8)-(2. 11) nu-
merically we get a new potential V,'f,', which again
can be inserted into Eq. (2. 8). This procedure has
to be continued until the potential V,'«does not
change in successive iterations. However, it was
found that by solving the electrostatic potential in
each iteration cycle from the equation

(r ) ll (r )
)r —r')

the procedure always diverged. This led us to try
the method which was found to be successful in
solving the TF equation. The Poisson equation is
written in the form

V Q —k Q= —4m(n, —n) —k Q, (A2)

lacking in the statistical theories. This point is of
great importance, e.g. , in evaluating the interac-
tions between vacancies and other imperfections in
metals.

The vacancy-formation energies are very sensi-
tive to the specific lattice model used together with
the jellium model electron density. The results
are reasonable for the alkali metals, where the ef-
fects of lattice relaxation and proper screening of
the ionic charges do not seem to play a crucial
role. The validity of our approach is questionable
in metals with high Z or small r„where the re-
sults are poorest.

The bfetimes of positrons trapped at vacancies
calculated from the KS and TF electron densities
are in good agreement with each other and also to
a great extent with experimental results. The
main difference is that the TF method leads to a
higher electrostatic potential and thus tends to
overestimate the binding energy of the trapped pos-
itron when compared to the results of the KS meth-
od. The angular-correlation curves evaluated from
the KS single-particle wave functions on one hand
and from the KS or TF electron densities on the
other do not differ appreciably fxom each other and
are in agreement with experiment. We can con-
clude that in calculating the annihilation charac-
teristics of positrons in imperfections of simple
metals the statistical TF theory together with the
mixed-density approximation are as good as the
more refined KS method and computationally much
simpler and more practical.
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which has a recursive solution

&
A)rx)

~ (}-.d 4glr r
x ( —4m[n (r') —n'~ "(r'))—n'y"-"(r')) .

(AS)
This equation leads to a sufficient convergence af-
ter about 10 iterations when starting from the TF
yotential. For the arbitrary constant k a conve-
nient numerical value is afforded by the TF screen-
ing constant (4k+/m)'~ .

In metals with low electron density (Na, K, and

Cs), the exchange-correlation part of the potential
is dominating. For these metals the convergence
became faster when the exchange-correlation po-

tential was calculated from the electron density,
which was renormalized after each iteration to
fulfill the charge neutrality condition.

The total number of one-particle wave functions
used in calculating the displaced charge was about
200. Each wave function I&, & was calculated up to
the radius of about 3.SR~, where it was matched
with its asymptotic sinewave of unit amplitude

(A4)

The numerical accuracy of the procedure was
tested by calculating the electron density for a zero
potential V,« —= 0. The electron density found by
this method was uniform to an accuracy of 0. I /g.
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